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Contributions

Data-collection tool emulating 

user sessions of specific personas

Experimental design + measurements + analysis evaluating the impact 
that many factors have on the personalization experience by 6 persona

Report findings and share key insights (in paper)
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Example results: Gender

Females see almost twice as much targeted ads as the males



Example results: AdBlockers

Ad blockers reduces number of ads but …



Example results: AdBlockers

Use of 3 out of 4 extensions results in a significant increase in fraction 
of personalized ads (…)

+20.5% +12.3% +37.4%

Ad blockers reduces number of ads but …



Example results: Regional differences

UK users see much less ads than the corresponding US users  

Very small differences between US East and US West

13 ads/session 39 ads/session

39.1 ads/session 38.8 ads/session

West East
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Example results: Browser comparison

Personalization levels and our conclusions appear consistent
regardless of whether the users used Chrome or Firefox
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